
Players venture into the dark dragon’s den and team up with trolls to plunder the loot. 

Trolls stick together, when a stack of matching symbols lands in the first reel, the symbols, 
along with any other matching ones, lock-in and re-spins begin until no further matches 
are made. Don’t underestimate these tiny trolls, they bring gigantic win potential, adding a 
multiplier to the total win, ranging from 2x to 10x!

When a stack of Gold Bag symbols drop on reel 1, Treasure Trove Re-spins are awarded, 
bringing win potential big enough to make tycoons out of these trolls. Only two symbols can 
land in this round, the Gold Bag symbol with multipliers attached, and the Treasure Chest 
Collector symbol that gathers all the values of all symbols present at the time of landing and 
adds them up on the collection metre. Filling up all 19 spaces in the meter awards the top 
collection prize that can see your players score a whopping 10,000x bet!

Do they dare to step inside the dragon’s den?

ID:  trollsgold
Columns x Rows: 3-4-5-4-3
RTP: 96.36% (96.61% for feature buy)
Volatility:       out of
Payout Mechanic: 20 Fixed lines
Max Coinciding Win: 12500 x bet
Max Win (Simulated): 12500 x bet

Max Win Per Line: 1215 x bet (with 
wild multipliers)
Default Free-Spin Cost: €0.10
Hit Frequency: 21.68%
Average Win Free-Spins: 58.06 x bet
Min Bet: €0.10
Max Bet: €80



WILD

The wild symbol substitutes all symbols when 
evaluating pay line wins and multiplies the win 
amount by the multiplier displayed.

When more than one wild is involved in a win, the 
wild values are multiplied by each other.

LOCK-IN RE-SPINS

The Lock-in Re-spins feature is awarded when a stack of matching symbols lands fully in reel 1. These symbols, 
along with any other matching symbols on the reels lock in place and all other symbols re-spin.
Lock-in Re-spins continue as long as at least 1 matching symbol or a wild symbol lands anywhere on the reels, 
when no further matches are made the re-spins come to an end and any wins are evaluated.

Filling the reels entirely awards a multiplier on the total win, ranging from 2x to 10x!

MEGA WIN (PROBABILITY) 
 (bet multiplier 30+) 

1 in 178

EPIC WIN (PROBABILITY)  
(bet multiplier 60+) 

1 in 459

BIG WIN (PROBABILITY)  
(bet multiplier 15+) 

1 in 92

TREASURE TROVE RE-SPINS

Treasure Trove Re-spins are awarded when a stack of gold bag 
symbols lands fully on reel 1.
There are two symbols that can land during the feature.

GOLD BAG SYMBOL

Reveal a value representing the multiplication of the bet, the 
values range from 1 - 10x bet.

BUY FEATURE

The Buy Feature awards the Treasure Trove Re-spins for the 
price displayed.

TREASURE CHEST COLLECTOR SYMBOL

Collects the values of all symbols present on the reels at the time 
of landing, multiple can land during the same spin.

Win up to an additional 10,000x your bet during the Treasure 
Trove Re-spins through the collection.

Landing either a gold bag or treasure chest symbol contributes 
to the meter’s progression, filling all 19 spaces in the reel area 
awards the top collection prize!
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